
INfRCDtcriON: SEMI-INI'RCSPECTIVE (Name withheld by request) 

Before I decided to write this paper and a week before the last 
SN:C meeting, I was considerably depressed• · I was distrubed at S~'s 
operation, t he w~ things were going in general, the lack of ~ledge 
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on anyone's part of where Sl\'CC was going, talks of expansion when present 
committments are almost totally unfulfilled, waste, the way in which per
sonality 11hang-ups 11 were beginning to seriously hamper sro:crs operation 
and a number of personal problems. I wasn't too aware of the fact that 
many others were similarly depressed until I heard of the abortive attempt 
that was made to get something out of the last staff · meeting. 

I went to Atlanta after the last staff meeting waS over, sat for a 
couple of hours with a committee that was attempting to arrange for another 
meeting. I read questions that ha:l been drawn up for persons on staff 
to write position: papers ar~:?und. I heard talk about planning a more 

· meaningful, serious, staff meeting, in a better enviroment and under 
eondi ti ons that would be conducive to causing ALL the staff to parti
cipate in the meeting. 

I left Atlanta after a f~ hours because I had business elsewhere. 
I had deeided I would not write any position paper on any of the ques
tions because I didn't think the questions got at the heart of the 
problem and very few people would write papers anyway and those that did 
would be the same ones Who talk in the meetings. 

After some of the position papers came in the mail and because 
in my thinking: organizationally speaking, things are getting worse and 
will continue to do unless some basic changes are made I wrote these 
few pages in hope that a few people might read them and get a wind of 
what I feel is wrong and Why this particular staff meeting is taking 
place. 

Before I begin to write this paper, let me say that at first, I 
was reluctant to writt'. this peper-I started to teke the easy 'W'ay out 
and simply quit worlting w let someone else do it. I was really not · 
Willing to St. ate Out i01 !d for Slr~ S htff' COliS UlltjJ'tt Of' my m; Sg 1 Vi ngs a}:x) ut. 
SN:C's operat.ions • . 

The horrible ·part about having tot-rite this paper and being aware 
of chaJ'lges in my thinking and feeling about the South and civi 1 rights 
is that in the baclt of. my miro are all the taunts of the older gen~ra
tion and all the generations before me. Part of the reason I didntt 
quit is an unwillingness to join tne w~es of disillusioned humanists 
of the p~t. · 

Nevertheless,- . with each day the problems get more and more complex, 
my consciousness . of' :the tentative solutions . I propose . as inadequate more 

. and more acute~ my state· of mind: roy emotions, more harried, my nerves 
more frayed. ::. r have begun to split up. I keep on doing the same things 
I began to, only th2 emotion that backs them is no longer enthusiasm, 
but endurance, and endurance is a type of schizoid thing, it consists 
of watchin9 ;yourself, wondering how long you can lteep on !UflCtioning. 
I have developed an inner life in conflict with rrry outer one, and am 
therefore i:::olated from simple channels of coon.unieRtions with others. 
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Even when I know others around me are going through some of the same 
changes, I d1::l not talk about it in ·an honest way. There is still too 
much outward loyalty for me to talk about doubts, except at times ~hen 
things are e1e most difficult, and then only to perhaps one other per
son, ar.d in the strictest of confidence. 

If I leave, I leave with no grand tirade against what I have been· 
working for, no lashing out at what I no longer believe is impossible 
to effect, but with a feeling of ~rsonal inadequacy to keep on fightirg. 

t~ihy sho·uld it be that way? I must have put a lot of my personal 
feelings and beliefs at stake to feel so personally defeated. Probably 
part of the reason that I Pl:!e?, on going is because the alternatives are 

f I so grim. 
I 

No matter how little is befng accomplished; .in reS}J(ZCt to how much 
is necessary, it soon becomes clear the holocaust that will ensue if 
everyone gives up. The re-education that· is necess~y for even the Negro 
community to evolve the type o't society !*m interested in I now be-
lieve is impossible, and yet changes w!Jl continue at an alarming rate, 
no matter if I'm around or not. And aside from the fate of the movement 
or of the Negro in the South or'anY of thnt, there's my own fate to 
think about. r,hen I turn my badk on an unpleasant situation with un
pleasant perspectives, does thH:i me an ! have given up a life populated 
with anything else but myself1 

No, the alternative is not necessarily S~ai'sdale, but then, what 
is it? Does le~ing the South or SNCC mean leaVing behind idealism, 
which has been taught to me as synor.tymous with leaving my youth? hlhat 
will I have conceded when I leave, and can I afford that concession? 

How does a life centered around oneself look, or a life centered 
around the cultivation of the arts, or of pleasure, or of the mind? . I 
am still too mu:h caught up in my old feelings about the world for any 
of these to look fulfilling. TheY at times look attractive but not 
t'ulfilling. f1nd I keep onl 

The distance between me and the others:::increases. The nev people 
are naive. I need them, as long as I continue to do my job, but I 
cannot really be honest wi t.h them as people. I wait for them to learn 
what I know, and then I still don't talk to them. The ones who lJere 
here before me and don•t see or those otlo will never see or thos,z who 
are here fot· other reasons than me annoy me, irritate me, but I .say 
nothing to them either. I keep on doing my job, arrl then this becomes 
destr~ctive in itself. I stop thinking in terms of the ~ole movement 
and corcentt·ate on Mississippi and at times only on the Jackson office. 
I become pet.ty and chauvinistic about my particular work, unable to 
get along wi. th epople in other fields, and sli!tltly inhuman in my own 
field. The abstract Ideal does not generate the warmth and love neces
sary for the organizationally minded to love the people with whom he 
works. I hc:we stopped thinking of the abstract.-I am just going on ••• 
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I 

~'!HAT IT AIN'T 

. People can talk about. who makes decisions, affiliations, the black
white problem, who should be on staff, wh~ should not be on staff, W!~at 
is the hiring policy, _ who places people in, .positions, . all-they want. We 
can even make decisions in regard to these items and if this is all we 
do, the meeting will again be unsuccessful, full of arguing and clamoring 
but accomplishing actually nothing. 

For example; . let's assume it is decided that the entire staff makes 
all decisions, we limit whites to 10% of the staff (this is known as a 
reversal of sec i al order), we hire people only after they have been with 
the movement one year and have been shot at brice, and FOS groups be:ccme 
just like projects. Or if these decisions don't strike your fancy, 
assume then that we decide ' that only a select group will make the _d(;!
cis ions and -wre take all the wh 1 tes on staff that want on, in additic1n . 
to hiring people whenever we haVe money to do so and FC5 groups have to 
remain "inactlve. n It .really doesntt. matter what you assume we decide 
but simply t~~ll yourself .we do decide on these matters which SEEM to 
have generatE~d all the discussion in the past. And letts assume after 
rec:ching these decisions we all go back to our projects perfectly happy 
and ready to carry out our duties • . In one dey after getting b2Ck home 
we would be full of all the frustrations and hostilities that have 
plagued us in the past. Arrl why? Simply be~ause we did not deal t-rith 
what's wrong,. Trle should not be fooled into thinking that by eliminating 
the symptoms we have eliminated the disease. 

~Je should not fool ourselves into feeling that if we eliminate 
the symptoms we can forget ~ut the disease• 

More specifically, ;there has been much disbuss!on about who makes 
decisions. But this has nothing do do with the basic problem in re
gard . to decision-making (and quite often the lack of lt). Since about 
April th~re . h ave been some pretty haPH\Za1'U d~eisions made for SNCC' 
And the reason ha.vhazat'r1 ctecisi.ons are ma:ie goes much ftl['ther than who 
makes the. decision. It goes to the type of orientation the people 
have· who, ,are. making the decisions Bnd where those people think SNCC 
is golng' ·or· should go. To provide an example: Ther~ are those who 
feel the dropping of the atomic bomb on Japan was a bad decision. But 

people who feel that way get nowhere 1olhen they attack this decision 
by questioning who made it. Because despite the fact that it was ms:3e 
by one maP (Truman) or a small group of men (Trunants advisors) the 
same decision would have been made, if the country at large was asked 
to vote on it. Consequently, in order to attact or criticize that 
dec is ion mee~ningfully, one has to criticize what was done or proposed 
and not who did it. And such is the case with SNCC: it is admi:rable 
to talk of clemocracy and giving the staff full parUcipation but at 
the moment t~his is not what needs full att..ent.lon. We-~hcther 11 ~r.re" 

is one man c1r 210 staff members-must refrain from making hcqilazard and 
bad decisions as much as possible. We do th.is by All deciding exactly 
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where we want to go and how we want to go there. Then the one man or 
small group decisions become irrelevant because they don't interfere 
with our goal or our means and have to be made in the context or within 
the guidelines that we all agree upon. If we as staff people are not 
willing to sit down and decide what we as an organization are working 
for and describe the way we want to accomplish what we are working for, 
we cannot even think of criticizing people lNho are making decisions for 
us. Because (in all ·fairness to those who have been guilty of making 
decisions for all the staff without consulting the staff on decisions 
that were by their nature staff decisions) people have not been makirg 
decisions as dictators but because decisions had to be made and there 
was no decision-making body--despite what might be said to the contrary, 
the staff has never been willing to make decisions (it must be remembered 
that to make a decision without providing for or thinking about any means 
for implementing it, is in effect not making that decision). 

The black-white problem is stated many ways. The most common one 
is that \!. they11 could take over mu:::h more unless 11 theY'' replaced John, 
Jim and Bob. If we assign a quota on whites, or even eliminate "them" 
entire ly, "What will we prove? We might kick "them" out of S!\CC, but 
we cannot kiek them out of the movement. Because the movement is more 
than SNX. It happens to be also the work done by CeRE, the National 
Council, the National Sharecroppers Fund, NAACP, everyone and every 
organization who is trying to promote civil rights and liberties for 
Negroes or W()rk towards improving the Negrots general condition. Most 
young 'Whites who want to do this in the South prefer to do this as 
11 Snickers" mt bee ause they want to take over but bee ause it SEEMS to 
be a more idiza.listic group. But they can and wi 11 do it for other 
groups if denied the permissio~ ' to do it for SNCC. Which all comes 
down to the l::loint that we can. hide behind racial rationalities i:f we w<:nt 
to escape dealing with the problem~ And the problem is rot that ~ites · 
want to take over, but simply that whites want to do a job. The ques
tion then is do the blaeks of SNCC waht to do the same job. If not, 
then tell the "Whites and let them go oh their merry way. But don't 
lie to them by telling them that you want this job done and it has to 
be done IDW, if you don~t want their assistance in getting this job 
accompliShed NOWI 

j . . 

I could go on about ~hat isn't really at the crux of the matter, 
but since ! shall have to cover everything over again anyway I think 
the discussion on decision-making and the black-white problem while short 
is : enough to irrlicate that we have been only dealing with the sur-
face issues and unwilling to attack the problem at its roots ••• 

II 
'IHE FROBLEM AID ITS C.Al.EE 

Ironically as this may seem the chief cause of SNCC' s ·present 
troubles has been its fantastic and su:cessf'ul nrowth as an organiza
tion to which, certainly during the last ~ar, its Mississippi project 
has contr]hut ed immeasurably. 

SN:C today is an organization that has gone through an unbelievable 
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growth in a short period of time. Beca\lSe of this growth many basic ·. ad
justments were required ~ich di.dn't come and many str\lCtural change~ , 
which ar_e are, still lacking. In the process of this development or . 
growth, SN~ had for the most part inadequate leadership on the one 
hand to gufde it ~hrough. its_ most critical :J=eriod and on the other hand 
a dearth of serious, problem-solving conscientious workers. 

(Before it becOmes_ misunderstood by some, let me _say that my ref .. 
erence to inadequate leadership is not in reference to only John and 
Jim. I view · as ·leaders not only those who have titles stating ex
plicitly that they are leaders but all those mo have been .aromd for a 
considerable length of time, have' a general m.rereness of what is going 
on, are considered idea men (or wOmen), and articulate their thoughts. 
I see several people therefore as being leaders: Ivanhoe, Harris, 
Reagan, Hansen, Silas, Love, Guyot, Leigh, Noses, Sayer, Ladner, Hayden, 
Frank s., Eor:d, Samstein ciDd several others.) 

The fact that the organization has not only survived but grown to 
the extent that is has (SNCC will spend close to a million doliars tnis 
year) can be considered one gr~d miracle . attributed to luck and the 
devoted energies of a few. 

The lack of adequate leadership and serious workerS in the past 
was not an immediate concern, because the organization was small, but 
the -~~dden overnight growth (remember I said SNCC will spend clbse to 
a mi11ion dollars this year) into a major organization with a national 
image that is both recognized and appreciated (whether positively or 
negatively) has made it necessary for \!3 to begin to deal with the 
problem. 

When we did not deal with the problem in tln~ past the prlce we 
had to pa.y _ was . waste, ineffieieney, and lack of df.f'edti om If' we f'ail 
todeal with th€ problem now the price we have to pay ma;y very wdl be 
our organizat.i on as we know tt. 

The ca~~e of the problem ,tlailn;- I claim, ist tremendous growth · 
without adeq1,1ate leadership and :staff personnel to prd~ide the necessary 
basic adjustm~ts and st.rucbu-al .changes to ~ent something the staff 
res~:mts but doesn't tUich::;"";lt.all.rl :ann cun~Pquently · dtvert.s its energies 

. debating the ble.ch-white trobl:em, . who m~es decisions, · aff'!U aUo~, 
hiring policy," who is on staf~ ~~ who is not ~m staff, position 
holding and wat. have you. We have to examine ~ere our leadership 
has failed and Why, what our wo~~rs didn't dq; what is meant that a 
sense of' direction is necessary. what. stru:t.ural changes and basic 
adj~tments are needed. ' 

III 
LACK CF DIRECrioN . 

· I have heard it said that the g·reatest thing about SNX is that 
they qap ,use everyone. A p;rson . simp~ , ~omes t.o SN:C an:i does his or 
her th~~g and the . organi2~t.1on simply ·armors. In this rare inst:moe it 

• .O J. 
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may turn out that. this did help S'II.CC considerably, but it was ctue to a set of 
unusual c·ircumstance's and 9 out of 10 organizations would not only 
grow with people just coming in and doing their thing but would be 
ruined • . Again· we we·re lucky. · But people have to come in aid do their 
thing because ·we don't really have anything to offer. !~e as an organi
zat i on have never sat down and decided what needed to be done as a 
long term · drive, why it needed to be done, whether or not we were 
going to do it and if we were, how were we going to do it. How, this 
is importantl ~Je can't begin to allocate our resources over a long 
run period except for fixed expenses on anything but a seemingly spon
taneous, · hafilazard basis, if Ye don't hav'e ~y idea of what we are . 
going to be spendi:ng for from one month to the next. 

As an organization we have never decided whether or not we wart. 
to be: (1) agitators (2) demonstrators or (3) organizers. And 1..re 
can't fool ourselves into believing that we can be all three at once 
because we cantt do J t effectively. You can organize demonstrators; 
yes, but you don•t have the type of organization you want. Organi
zine is a long-run endea:Vor, demonstrating is a relatively short-run. 
one. Agitating doesn't have to involve other people at all. The 
three are different forms of endeavor and require different methods 
of operations. Contrast the work that goes . into preparing for a 
Freedom Day ard the work that gees into organizing a co-operative. 
Consider what can come from a Freedom Day and what can come from a 
co-operative. 

We don't have direction because we first of all can't really 
say whether we are organizers, agitators or demonstrators. t'Je have 
to examine the rneri ts of all three and decide tvhich one we are going 
to give empnasis to. Ard don't fool yourself by saying it's not a 
question of either-or, because it~ to .. be one or the other. 

Then we h ave to decide whether or not 1..re are go.ing to be pro
grammatic in approach or nonprogrammatic (whatever that means). SNCC 
has a program director but it does not haV'e any programs other than 
voter registration (m~be it would be better to call him a voter 
registration coordinator), I~issis~ippi has programs but Mississippi 
is not SNCC. , Freedom Schools ard community centers are worked on by 
CORE, summer holdovers and fall vo lunt.eers-people that were asked not 
to come to this meeting. How does it strike your fancy that not one 
S!IJCC staff person with the exception of Penny Patch is teaching in 
a freedom School or working in a community center. Further, ho~-1 does 
it strike your fancy that the Freedom School idea for Mississippi 
came from a S1'CC staff person (Charlie Cobb) who wrote the prospectus, 
that the community center idea which was initially pushed by Forman, 
Hoses and r1orris with the prospectus written by Morris and that the 
Federal Programs program initially developed by Morris are three 
programs that are today being coordinated by paid ernE staff pers()ns-
thank God for CCFO. So that we (S'II.~C) can still get our credit. 

We have tried to · be programmatic. In fact, we voted for it. 
p,~t we dontt seem to realize the commitment in time a.n:J being sta
tionary to develop a program. P.nd more importantly, we lack the 
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know-how and seem to he umrilling to learn. 

Let me close on this by saying that today people are concerned 
with working with people in their communities. Itts similar to our 
saying we want to work with local people. Others are organizing local 
people ~nd doing it programmatically. I think that this is inevitable 
for us as an organization to survive. I also think we had better 
seriously consider what we can do to get more SN:C people working on 
programs and organizing people. Because neither are being done now. 

Part of the reason has to do with lea::lership. 

IV 
INl\DEQUATE LEADERSIIP 

St~C leaders with the possible exception of Moses, Leigh and 
Samstein don't lead the workers. They are good at dictating, bossing, 
moving people around from one geographical area to another at their awn 
individual whim, giving people orders to do things without explaining 
how they should be done, continually hampering the establishing of 
cny lines of authority by doing what they want to do as individuals 
without considering the policy-vague though it is on some matters. 

The leaders recognize the fact that many staff persons c.antt 
really do the job, but rather than work with them or attempt to de
velop them, U1ey move them on to another project or either completely 
ignore them until they move on themselves for lack of anything to do, 

St~C laaders have an IJ!IW'!llingness to set priority on certain 
things that must be dealt with • . In!tead they let them drift ontn~a ·· 
solution evolves (which is rot always the best one} or untii the 
situation becomes so demanding that it has to be dealt w!tht p~orinel. 
the Jackson Office and the J'.tlanta Office are good examples otf this• 

StDC le~jers won't be implemtors. Even when decisions are mad~, 
unless someone stays on the leaders' back, many times decisions won*t 
even get implemented. 

Too maey SNCC leaders suffer from the St. George complex or as I 
have heard it stated otherw-ise: The Black-Jesus complex. 

In short, too many o£ our leaders are not seriously concerned about 
building an organization that is going to be something other than an 
instrument to enable them to inflate their super-conceited egos. 
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